linkage with chromosome 16 With multipoint analysis, using the genetic map of chromosome 1,'7-'9 the ADPKD2 locus was excluded from the region between DIS81 and DIS67 which covers a distance of about 96 cM on the long arm of chromosome 1 (figure). The exclusion by multipoint analysis is based on constant sex specific difference in recombination frequency of Of:Om ratio of 1-9 and the disease locus was considered to be excluded wherever the scores were below the logl0 likelihood of -2. On the short arm, the ADPKD locus was excluded around the PND region and also from a distance of about 58 cM between the Rh and PGM1 loci (figure). Although the region around PND has been excluded, it is not known exactly how far the genetic map extends beyond the distal part of PND. However, it has been suggested that the male genetic map extends at least 23 cM beyond PND.18
Discussion
The localisation of the ADPKD 1 gene to chromosome 16 
